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Abstract. The comprehensive approach for rotating compressor blades diagnostic 
has been introduced in the paper: slow- and high-speed rotating fluid-flow 
machinery running at risk of mechanical damage (by foreign objects and erosion), 
corrosion and other forms of material fatigue (LCF, HCF, VHCF). Objects with 
variations of its magnetization due to Villari effect.  
 For blades’ real operating condition and technical state monitoring purposes  
a impedance method has been used. Signal from magnetic reluctance sensor (VR) 
mounted above supervised rotating blade row has been recorded creating sort of an 
encoder which output signal contain simultaneous information about: 
 - blade vibration induced by aerodynamic and mass force input; 
 - instantaneous rotor rotation speed; 
 - rotor vibration and unbalance; 
 - coupling conditions of reluctance sensor with vibration and rotating blades. 
 The sensor output voltage and current signal is measured which is used to 
instantaneous impedance Z(t) as well as reflectance coefficient Γ(t). On the basis on 
mentioned above measurements a numerical analysis was conducted to determine 
coupling conditions of sensor with blades and extract diagnostic symptoms 
representing blades’ stress magnetization level and sensor clearance. For numerical 
analysis purposes blade material was represented by real inductor – 5 element 
substitute circuit providing true transformation of Z(ω) and Γ(ω) characteristics in 
wide band of angular frequency ω. 
 Discussed problem is supported with experimental data showing potential 
possibilities for blade tip-timing method development without necessary 
modifications of existing measurement system. 

Introduction  

Rotating fan, compressor and turbine blades are critical elements of the rotary machine. 
The blades are exposed to accelerated fatigue and operational degradation – Figure 1, 
resulting from:   influence of complex real working loads (quasi-static and dynamic), including adverse 

dynamic phenomena (stall, flutter, surge);  modal properties of the blade (resulting from its geometry and material parameters), 
including very low damping of vibration in resonance ranges;   influence of the environment and operating conditions on the health of the blade surface 
(corrosion, erosion, foreign objects, icing, salinity); 
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 errors in operation of the rotary machine, e.g. quality of the power system adjustment;  hidden defects in construction and repairs.   

   

 

Fig. 1. Process of the compressor blades' fatigue - issue of Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF), High Cycle Fatigue 
(HCF) and Very High Cycle Fatigue (VHCF); Tp – crack propagation time from nucleation to being 

wrenched off the 1st stage compressor blades of turbojet engines SO-3 [1, 2] 

Blades that brake off (end phase of the material degradation) is the most frequent 
source of secondary damages to the rotary machine (other blade palisades, rotor bearing, 
body) and in the case of aircraft engines, also a source of threat to the crew and other 
people's life. To detect the growing threat against the state of emergency and safe operation 
are required: condition monitoring (CM), non-destructive testing (NDT) and structural 
health monitoring (SHM). 

The paper presents a non-contact blade-vibration measuring technique – the 
enhanced tip timing method (ETTM), which is one of the most interesting methods of 
complex diagnosing of turbomachines (e.g. jet engines, power turbines, compressors) and  
a powerful tool to investigate dynamic phenomena during operation of the machine [1,3-7].  

1. Tip Timing Method 

There are three basic approaches to the diagnosis of blade fatigue, Table 1. 

Table 1. The basic approaches to the diagnosis of blade fatigue 

Classical methods of NDT Condition monitoring Structural health monitoring 
Tests during the machine 
stopped. 
Detection of cracks and 
surface damage. 

Monitoring the parameters of the 
machine (e.g. rotor speed, 
temperature, pressure, vibration, 
speed and altitude of the aircraft) 

Detection of hazards (operating 
error, malfunction of components 
of the machine) 

Monitoring of operational conditions 
and the health of critical components 
e.g. compressor blades. 
The available information about the 
actual operating conditions (blades, 
machine). 
Detection of accelerated fatigue of 
blades and their causes (structural 
errors, low quality of production or 
overhaul, operating error, malfunction 
of components of the machine, other). 

No direct possibility of 
prediction the blade health 
and the detection of the 
causes of blade damage. 

No information about the 
amplitude of blades vibration and 
their health. 

Often, the probability of a correct 
diagnosis (POD) is lower than the 
POD of classical NDT method. 

VT, ET, UT and PT methods ADAS+ [8], flight data recorder The tip timing method (TTM) 
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The tip timing idea is based on observing and analysing displacement (quasi-static 
and vibration) of a loaded component part which rotate. In our case, it will be rotating and 
vibrating blades of axial compressor – ferromagnetic or paramagnetic. The sensor is fixed 
on a stationary part of machinery, Figure 2. A palisade of rotating and vibrating NB blades 
and a sensor create a specific rotary encoder, in which both changing the angular distance 
between the phase marks ��,�+怠岫�岻 and the instantaneous angular velocity ��,�+怠岫�岻.   

    
a) 

 

 

 
b) 

Fig. 2. Illustrated: a) idea of the tip timing method (input unit includes low-band signal filter, preamp and 
Schmidt trigger; counter logic includes the standard frequency generator and counter; A – aperiodic 

component, P – periodic component, I – interference and noise) [3]; b) some capabilities of advisory and 
expert diagnostic system SNDŁ-1b/SPL-2b [1,3,7] 

The discrete time of blade arrival TOAB(k) depends on: TOAT - theoretical time of 
arrival of a blade from an ideal rotor without errors of scale, vibration and seating of the 
rotor in supports, 耕� – jitter of blades group components, 耕� – jitter of rotor group 
components [1]       )(1)(
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The spectrum of the total jitter 耕 contains both characteristic striations of the diagnosed 
process and striations of the AM-FM-PM modulation of the jitter components.  
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Equation (1) can be presented in the additive form (2) wherein A(k) is aperiodic 
part, P(t) is periodic part, I(t) is interference and noise/weak oscillating components [1].   

              kIkPkAkTOAfkTOA TBB   11  (2) 

1.1. Measurement 

In the tip timing method, the value that is precisely measured is the Time Of Arrival 
TOAS(k) of the characteristic signal point S(t) of the encoder (voltage or current), which 
indirectly reflects the blades' time of arrival TOAB(k) under the sensor. The shape of S(t) 
and characteristic signal points depend on the sensor type, Figure 3.a), and geometric and 
physical features of the blades, that is, among others: blade magnetisation (Villari effect 
during operation, residual magnetization during standstill), tip clearance (air gap), blade 
incidence angle, chord thickness and health [1,4].  

The optical sensor accurately detects the blade edges and TOAB [4], but does not 
provide information about:   the state of blades magnetisation - a symptom of load history and early phase of 

ferromagnetic material degradation, Figure 3.a) and Figure 3.b);  tip clearance, modulated by the vibrations of the rotor, machine housing and monitored 
the blades, Figure 3.a). 

These additional diagnostic information are available in the signal from variable reluctance 
sensors (passive and active eddy current sensors), VR.  

In the case of passive VR sensors (magnetic pick up) and thin blades, the 
characteristic point is the passing of the signal over the zero level on the trailing edge, 
Figure 3.c). Only this point is not sensitive to changes in the magnetization blade and 
variation in the tip clearance when Smax(t) > Strig, Figure 3.d) but it is sensitive to change in 
the angular velocity �. This ideal timing signal at zero cross occurs only when there is 
minimal or no electrical load on the sensor. With a resistive load, the inductance of the 
sensor coil will cause the current in the circuit to lag the open circuit generator voltage and 
create a phase shift Δ� in the output voltage of S(t) and TOA signal: Δ� = ���� ( 2��詣頂���迎頂��� + 迎���鳥) (3) 

where f  is frequency of output signal; Lcoil is inductance of sensor coil; Rcoil is resistance of 
sensor coil, Rload is load resistance [9, 10].  

For thick blade profile or a large turning angle of the blade chord characteristic 
points of signal S(t) are local extremes (Smax and Smin values) that map the edges of the 
blades, Figure 3.c). These points are sensitive to changes in the magnetization blade and 
variation in the tip clearance and as well as by shifting the phase of output signal generated 
by the sensor impedance and the frequency of the output signal [9]. 

2. Extended Tip Timing Method 

2.1. Motivation 

Diagnostic of rotating blades on the basis of TOA only, is considered to be a strength of the 
TTM (cheap measurement chain that may contain only one sensor/palisade in the SPŁ-2b 
system [1,3,7], use of a typical counter card, small volume of measurement data). However, 
this observation technique is also a weakness of this method. Frequency of blade vibration 
is many times higher than the sampling frequency. For the purpose of unambiguous 
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separation of diagnostic symptoms specialized algorithms are required. The use of classical 
algorithms (e.g. SFFT, WHT, SVD, CORDIC, wavelet) is the source of aliases in the 
spectrum, Figure 4. The knowledge of which analogue signal characteristic point S(t) is 
used by the comparator for generating the gate signal is also required. If it is:  passing of the signal S(t) over the zero level or other comparison level (VR sensors),   value of the local maximum Smax(t) and Smin(t),  rectangular pulse edge (optical sensor). 

 

 
a) b) 

 
 

c) d) 

Fig. 3.  Illustrated: a) the shape of the signal S(t) for the sensor: passive VR, optical and active VR; b) existing 
magnetization of the apical surface of the compressor blades after more than 1200 hours. engine operation [1]; 

c) the working principle of the passive VR sensor - a small generator that produces an analog voltage 
proportional to the rate of change in magnetic flux �Φ ��⁄ ; d) impact of changes in the magnetized blades on 
signal S(t) for 1D VR sensor - zero crossing point of S(t) is not sensitive to changes in the blade magnetization  

The signal shape from the VR sensor is subject of changes under the influence of 
changes of the following: rotational speed, distance of the blade tip from the sensor, twist 
angle of blade profile, blade magnetisation (magneto-mechanical effects, eddy currents), 
material structure degradation. Current possibilities of measurement and analysis enable 
taking account of the omitted variables and widening of functionalities of the tip timing 
method with simultaneous increase of its resistance to interferences. For this purpose an 
A/D fast converter has been added to the TTM chain, Figure 5.a). The analogue signal is 
sampled with the rate from 500 kSPS to 2 MSPS. The discrete signal is subjected to lossy 
compression after filtering and multi-point identification of symptoms of passing of a blade 
under the sensor and verification of TOAA of the analogue channel with counter channel 
data TOAC obtained from the same sensor. From the large analogue data stream only the 
data record for N analysed characteristic points (of registration time and signal value S(k)) 
of M blades/palisade is registered. In this way the user of the extended tip timing method 
obtains additional information [�, 鯨岫�岻] concerning e.g.:  the level of interference to the signal S(t), Figure 5.b),  
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 twist angle of blade profile,  magnetisation state of blades,  damage to compressor components, Figure 5.c),  
by low increase of measurement data volume. Data from the analogue chain are also used 
for automatic correction of errors in the counter chain, which significantly increases the 
reliability of detection of blade vibration higher modes. Extended measuring circuit also 
generates information 'Status' of the measuring system health. 

 

  

a) c) 

  

b) d) 
Fig. 4. Illustrated: a) frequency of compressor blade in order domain (before sampling) and duplication of the 
spectrum of the signal blade vibration after uniform sampling (1F and 2F - first and second mode of flexural 

vibration, 1T - the first mode of torsional vibrations, �� = ����鳥勅 ������⁄  is engine order, RH – order of 
apparent blade frequency as a result of strobing) [4]; b) DFFT spectrum of TOAL - there are three reproduction 

frequency of blade vibration (n = 7216 rpm, fR = 120.2 Hz); c) low-band signal of TOAL (first mode of 
flexural vibration and differential stiffness relative to the blade 28th; red and purple color - cracked blades, 

blue color - blade notched, 28th blade is a marker of rotor rotation of 360 degrees); d) conscious use 
replication (aliases) to identify the modal properties of compressor blade [1]  
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The ETTM measuring system is ready to: handle multi-channel VR sensors (2D, 
3D, array of 1D, 2D or 3D sensors), Figure 5.d), impedance measurements of active VR 
sensor (indirectly impedance of blades and blade-sensor coupling) and to cooperate with 
the high-speed analog magnetometers (symptoms of the MMM method). 

  
a) b) 

 

 

 
c) d) 

Fig. 5. Extended tip timing method: a) flowchart; b) impulse interference in the signal S(t) – the risk of false triggering and incorrect 
values of TOAC; c) modulation of S(t) by the rotational frequency of the rotor caused by faulty rolling bearing (NB = 49) [1]; d) signal 
from 3D VR sensor after normalization (Sx – the axial component, Sy – the tangential component, Sz – the radial component) – signal 

shape of f(Sx,Sy) is similar to the signal S(t) from the optical sensor but it is sensitive to the change of blade magnetization and twist angle 

2.2. R&D Works: Impedance Measurement 

In classical TTM applications active VR sensor works as a proximity sensor [4 - 6]. After 
demodulation is detected only change frequency of the LC circuit. As a result, information 
about properties of the blade material is lost. 

On the basis of [11-14] stated the desirability of extension ETTM system for 
measuring impedance of compressor blades. This is a task suitable eddy current sensors 
(without magnet) and A/D card or specialized inductance to digital converter, for example 
AD5933, LDC1000, LDC1101 [11,15-17]. For low and medium testing frequency  
(ftest < 10 MHz), the local and global parameters of a blade material can be modelled as  
a real inductor – the parallel RLC circuit containing 5 elements, in which electric current 
(eddy current) flows different ways [18]. 

Preliminary measurements of impedance of compressor blade made using the PCB 
coil and LDC1000 inductance to digital converters. The impedance of sensor (primary 
circuit of the transformer) varies the coupling of the rotary blades (secondary circuits of the 
transformer). Blade impedance (electromagnetic properties of the material and tip 
clearance) ZB is recorded and analyzed when the blade is under the coil. Between the 
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adjacent blades is recorded reference impedance Z0. After scaling, the surface impedance of 
the material ZM is determined from the relationship ��岫綱, �, �, �, 計岻 = �� − �待 (4) 

where � is the permittivity of blade material, � is the magnetic permeability of blade 
material, � is the electric conductivity of blade material, d is tip clearance (lift-off effect), 
K is the coupling coefficient takes into account the geometry of the blades and the sensor 
and angular velocity of compressor rotor. 

3. Conclusion 

The Tip Timing Method is very effective as non-contact method of NDT and SHM of 
rotating blades. Over the 20-year operation of the SNDŁ-1b/SPŁ-2b diagnostic system the 
statistical time between blade cracks has been prolonged for over 1500%. 

The Extended Tip Timing Method increases the probability of a correct diagnosis 
(POD) and resistance of SHM system to malfunction. 
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